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“Falling down is not failure, failure is staying where you have fallen” Socrates

Mall Deep Dive - Summer 2021 Update 3

• Malls entered the pandemic amidst a narrative of continued decline. According to this account, malls had already 
been severely weakened by the rise of e-commerce, the continued decline of department stores, and widespread 
retail closures. Many speculated that the era of malls was coming to a close even before movement and gathering 
restrictions placed unprecedented stress on these hallmarks of American retail.

• Although a post-COVID rebound may have seemed unlikely to some, location data shows that mall foot traffic is in 
fact recovering, as both visits and consumer behavior return to pre-COVID patterns. Moreover, it seems like the year 
and a half of isolation has reignited a desire to gather in public spaces — and spruced-up, futuristic malls could fit the 
renewed demand perfectly. Going into the fall, a strong Back to School season could be enough to tip the scales and 
deliver a full recovery to many shopping centers across the country.

• We analyzed location data for 100 indoor malls and 100 major outdoor outlet and lifestyle centers to fully 
understand how visiting patterns to malls are evolving in a post-COVID era. The report provides an overview of the 
mall space from a location analytics perspective, focusing on the period from January 2021 through July 2021.

• Despite pessimistic predictions both before and during the pandemic, indoor malls are proving their sustainability 
and longevity. Some indoor malls already managed to exceed 2019 levels of monthly foot traffic in July. 
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Will logistics’ wild ride continue? 4

• The annual “State of Logistics Report” shows that a chaotic and unpredictable 2020 led to logistics costs dropping 
by 4%. This trend of constant change has supply chain professionals wondering what’s next on the horizon.

• The past few years have been turbulent ones for the logistics industry, leaving many supply chain professionals 
asking themselves, “Whatever happened to predictability?”

• 2020 was a chaotic year of sudden stops, stuttering starts, dips, drips,                                                     
and explosive rises. As a result of this unpredictable, pandemic-driven                                                         
year, U.S. business logistics costs fell 4.0% to $1.56t, or 7.4% of 2020’s                                                   
$20.94t U.S. GDP, according to the CSCMP’s 32nd Annual “State of                                                             
Logistics Report.” (See Figure 1)

• The main driver of that drop was the decrease in inventory carrying                                                          
costs, which plunged 15%, due to the sudden decline in manufacturing                                                         
and commerce early in                                                                                                        
the year caused by                                                                                                           
pandemic shutdowns.

• Some segments of the                                                                                                         
market did better than                                                                                                       
others in riding out the                                                                                                     
storm. Figure 2 provides                                                                                                     
a quick look at how                                                                                                          
some of the key modes                                                                                                        
and segments fared.

• The pandemic also                                                                                                            
accelerated interest in                                                                                                      
technology that improves visibility and automation.

• (For more in-depth analysis, see the report itself, which can be downloaded from cscmp.org.)
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Indian e-commerce platforms are betting big 5

This festive season, e-commerce platforms are betting big on Tier II and III markets, which are likely to contribute $150 
million to e-commerce growth this year
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Retail Update 6

China a player in Vietnam shutdown crisis
• With Vietnam now the primary case goods resource for goods flowing to the U.S. market and a major supplier of 

upholstery as well, the increasing severity of government actions to combat COVID-19 has created a gap in product 
flow from Vietnam that likely won’t be made up by year’s end even assuming the current situation doesn’t worsen.

• Even plants with on-site housing that manage to maintain some operations face problems getting materials to the 
factory and getting finished goods out due to the stay-at-home order that went into effect Aug. 23.

• Those factories without housing are shutting down production completely, leaving vendors with the right 
connections no choice but to shift production elsewhere, and China is back on the table for some who had shifted 
manufacturing to Vietnam.

• AICO had begun shifting some production back from Vietnam to China a year ago, a move that ended up proving 
especially beneficial considering the Ho Chi Minh-area shutdown.

• “There will be three to five months that the industry is simply out of furniture (from Vietnam),” AICO told Furniture 
Today at Las Vegas Market, where the shutdown was a dominant topic. “Retailers need to align with the right 
companies and display product on their floors that they can deliver.”

• Right now, AICO is shipping out of China and has a lot of goods on the water, he added. “From this month, we will be 
shipping more from China, and it will be our savior. We were one of the first to move out of China, and now we’re 
one of the first to move back.”

ACC Comment – It is estimated that a 2% move of manufacturing demand from China to Vietnam will effectively shut the 
latter down for want of sufficient infrastructure. Vietnam is woefully short on supply chain ability and does not have the 
financial wherewithal to match Chinese investment in its port network.

Amazon’s new branded TV
Amazon reportedly plans to market its own branded TVs in the U.S., possibly as soon as October. Citing sources familiar 
with the matter, Business Insider said the TV will be designed and manufactured by China-based TCL, range between 55 
to 75 inches and have Alexa built in. Amazon Devices and Lab126, the R&D team behind the Kindle and Fire TV Stick, are 
collaborating on the project that’s been covertly in development for nearly two years.
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Retail Update 7

Philip Morris Could Buy Altria In A $300 + Billion Mega-Merger
• Morgan Stanley noted that Philip Morris could achieve major benefits by acquiring Altria for $50 to $55 per share.
• Since the abandoned $200 billion merger in 2019, analysts have continued to believe such a deal made sense, and 

the current CEO of PM has left the door open for one.
• The benefits to PM investors from acquiring Altria would include vastly larger and more stable cash flows with which 

to accelerate its plans for a smoke-free and beyond nicotine future.
• The benefits to Altria investors include a 7.1% to 8.7% yield on today's price, a 50% to 85% premium buyout price, 

and a significantly faster-growing company with an even safer dividend.
• If PM pays 0.717 to 0.889 PM shares for MO, it would also be immediately accretive to EPS as soon as the deal closed. 

PM is very busy buying healthcare companies right now, and I don't necessarily expect the largest merger in history to 
happen any time soon.

Nordstrom ain’t what it used to be before the pandemic
• Nordstrom experienced stock downgrades and an 18% one-day sell-off after reporting that Q2 sales declined versus 

pre-pandemic 2019 levels, behind many of its department store and off-price peers.
• On the positive side, earnings and sales exceeded Wall Street’s estimates and Nordstrom raised its full-year revenue 

growth guidance from 25 percent to 35 percent.
• Compared to the Q2 of 2019, however, Nordstrom’s company-wide sales still decreased 6% with a decline of 5% at 

the full-line Nordstrom brand and eight percent at Nordstrom Rack. By comparison, comps rose 5.8% at Macy’s, 14% 
at Dillard’s and 20% at TJX Cos. Net sales on a two-year stack improved 1.3% at Kohl’s and 21% at Ross Stores.

• Full-year operating margins were also down 200 basis points versus 2019 which some analysts saw as an indication of 
challenges Nordstrom has faced raising average selling prices versus competitors.

• On an analyst call, Erik Nordstrom, CEO, highlighted that Nordstrom now has four consecutive quarters of sequential 
improvement in sales trends for both its Nordstrom and Nordstrom Rack banners.

• Supply chain disruption may be impacting Nordstrom more than competitors as Rack particularly faced women’s 
apparel and footwear shortages. 
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Retail Update 8

E-commerce drives M&A, PE infusions to home furnishings
• Consumer enthusiasm for all home-related                                                things during the pandemic and a demonstrated 

willingness to make those purchases online                                                has inspired a spate of private-equity interest 
and merger-and-acquisition activity in the                                                  home furnishings industry this year.

• Significant transactions of that nature                                                          started early in 2021 with Canadian RTA 
producer Bestar’s acquisition in January of                                                 another flat-pack major Bush Inds. with an 
expressed focus on expanding e-commerce business.

• August alone saw a couple of significant deals. Brand aggregator Trademark Global acquired flat-pack and occasional 
resource Bolton Furniture. PE firm Prospect Hill, which has a majority stake in RTA manufacturer Walker Edison, 
acquires a similar position in another e-commerce-focused resource, Lifestyle Solutions.

• Earlier this year in May, Prospect Hill kept its majority position in Walker Edison while getting another private-equity 
infusion from a significant investment in the company Walker Edison, Blackstone Tactical Opportunities.

ACC Comment: One of our readers engaged in Asian imports of M2C (manufacturer to consumer) home equipment sales 
has been reporting for more than a year that the fastest-selling imports are home gym and related items.

Dollar store chains are leading retail store openings in US: report
• Three of the country’s leading dollar store retail chains – Dollar General, Dollar Tree and Family Dollar – are opening 

up more stores than most big-box retailers in 2021, according to data from Coresight Research.
• The retail analysis company looked at nearly 60 big-box brands and recorded the number of store openings and 

closings that have been announced to the public year-to-date.
• As of Friday, Aug. 27, the dollar store chains made up more than a third of all the big-box retail openings Coresight 

Research analyzed.
• According to the firm’s findings, Dollar General is on track to open 1,035 retail locations and close 18. Its competitor 

Dollar Tree is reportedly set to open 393 locations with no announced closures for 2021 so far while Family Dollar is 
set to open 198 locations and close 26 locations. Combined, the dollar store chains make up 1,626 out of the 4,616 
announced store openings, Coresight Research reported on.
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Retail Update 9

Scotland's £9bn Brexit blow as UK suffers exports drop since leaving EU
• THE UK is the only country amongst its close European neighbors to have a negative trade balance on exports since 

the Brexit vote, new data has revealed.
• The figures from the House of Commons Library show that the UK has seen a 5.5% decrease in its exports since the 

2016 referendum when the country voted to leave the European Union.
• According to the SNP, this means Scotland's GDP will lose up to £9bn by 2030 "compared to EU membership".
• The party said Scotland's GDP could see a 6% drop in a decade thanks to Brexit.
• The figures also show that of the top five countries that maintained a positive trade balance since the Brexit vote, 

three are similar or smaller in size to Scotland.
• The statistics show Ireland saw an almost 50% jump in its export trade balance with France and Germany seeing 6.7% 

and 9.5% respectively between 2016 to 2021.
• But with figures from 2020 the UK's expert balance, even when Covid is considered, stands at -19.3%.
• This makes it the worst-performing country compared to its 13 closest neighbors.

Five major retail deals
1. Authentic Brands Group added another big name to its brand lineup,  entering into an agreement to buy Reebok 

from Adidas for €2.1 billion ($2.5 billion).
2. Wolverine Worldwide, owner of Merrell, Keds, Saucony, Sperry, Stride Rite and other brands, jumped into the 

premium women’s activewear apparel market,  buying U.K.-based Sweaty Betty for $410 million.
3. Foot Locker is spending $1.1 billion on two retail acquisitions. It’s acquiring U.S.-based athletic footwear and apparel 

retailer Eurostar Inc., or WSS, for $750 million. It also will acquire Text Trading Company, which owns and licenses 
the hot Japanese streetwear brand Atmos brand for $360 million.

4. Etsy, In its biggest deal to date, online marketplace will acquire Depop, a U.K.-based fashion resell marketplace 
popular with younger consumers around the globe, for $1.6 billion.

5. Grupo Comercial Chedraui, the third-largest retailer in Mexico, entered into an agreement to acquire Smart & Final 
Holdings from Apollo Global Management for approximately $620 million.
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Retail Update 11

Magic Quadrant for Digital Commerce

Strategic Planning Assumptions
• By 2023, prices for B2C digital commerce 

platforms will be 30% less than in 2019, due 
to feature commoditization and “headless” 
implementations.

• By 2023, organizations that have operated 
enterprise marketplaces for more than one 
year will see at least a 10% increase in 
digital revenue.

• By 2024, 15% of B2B organizations will use 
digital commerce platforms to support both 
its customers and sales reps in all sales 
activities.

• By 2024, 10% of digital commerce 
organizations will use packaged business 
capabilities to construct their application 
experiences.

• By 2024, subscriptions will contribute to 
20% of revenue growth for digital commerce 
organizations.

• By 2024, leading commerce organizations 
will generate 10% of online revenue from 
services attached to physical products.
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Retail Update 12

2020 was a tough year for the U.S. economy.
• In Q2 2020, the country reported its 

steepest drop in real GDP ever recorded. 
Because of COVID-19, companies were 
forced to adapt. But things weren’t all 
bad—in fact, some companies even 
managed to prosper throughout the 
pandemic-induced madness.

• When it comes to fastest growing brands in 
2021, the most popular category is retail.

• While many retailers took a hit in 2020, 
certain apparel brands with strong leisure 
offerings such as Lululmeon and Uniqlo 
experienced growth as consumer demand 
for comfortable, stay-at-home clothing 
boomed.

• For instance, throughout store closures 
and city-wide lockdowns, Lululemon still 
managed to increase its net revenue by 
11% in 2020. Of course, this growth was 
strongly supported by a surge in 
eCommerce sales.

• Shown to the right is an informercial laying
out the fastest growing brands across the
globe.
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Supply Chain Update 13

KCS shareholders in hot seat as CP sets deadline on merger offer
• It’s up to Kansas City Southern’s shareholders now to determine whether the railway will continue its plan to merge 

with CN or revert to Canadian Pacific.
• CP President and CEO Keith Creel is standing firm on a Sept. 12 deadline for KCS shareholders to respond on whether 

to accept CP’s $31 billion “superior offer” to acquire the company.
• Rivals CN and CP have both been seeking to acquire KCS. CP and KCS announced in March their plans to merge, but 

then CN put forth a competing, $33.6 billion bid and KCS opted in May to go with CN.
• The STB rejected CN’s proposed voting trust, which would be used as part of the process to acquire KCS. The board 

said the trust “is not consistent with the public interest standard under the Board’s merger regulations.”
• Following that announcement, CP said it wants to merge with KCS and that its revised offer from early August still 

stands — but only until Sept. 12. “Our appetite and willingness to keep that offer on the table doesn’t exist” past that 
date, Creel told investors during a conference call early Wednesday.

WebCargo Digital Air Cargo
Disruptions and spiking costs in ocean freight drove some conversions to air cargo ex-Asia this month. Demand was 
further spurred by an early peak season as retailers try to stay ahead of delays. COVID outbreaks in Shanghai and 
elsewhere caused widespread cancellations that further reduced still-limited capacity and, with demand strong, sent 
rates climbing. Ex-PVG prices increased 15-25% to US destinations and 12-15% to Europe, double a year ago. These rates 
are 4x pre-COVID and are at their highest point since May 2020 when the industry was still overwhelmed by PPE.

Trains keep running through new terminal in Dosyk, Kazakhstan
Since 4 June, when the new terminal was opened in Kazakhstan, over 11 thousand containers were received, processed 
and dispatched. This adds up to more than 200 international trains consisting of 11,000 large-tonnage containers. What 
is now an average of 3 trains per day, can soon be expanded to 6 trains per day, and 12 per day in 2022, says the 
optimistic operator PTC Cargo. Despite the pandemic, the volume of transit container traffic in Kazakhstan is growing. At 
the end of last year, it had surged by 65 per cent, amounting to 517.5 thousand containers.
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Supply Chain Update 14

Russia looks at Far East ports due to downturn overland transport
• Russia is developing its Far Eastern ports as transshipments hubs on the New Silk Road. This is in response to 

declining volumes via Russian land routes, caused by prevention and control measures implemented by China. Due to 
such measures, the volume of transit cargo at the Sino-Russian border fell by 27.7 per cent in August, year-by-year.

• This downward trend is not likely to change on the short term. Therefore, Russia is making efforts to develop ports in 
the Far East. This was explained by Alexei Hilo, deputy general manager of Russian Railways. 

• In order to stimulate the growth of railway transit container traffic, the Russian government has implemented 
subsidies for local logistics companies. 

• Russian Railways has put into practice its determination to develop its Far East ports. Not long ago, the company 
cooperated with FESCO Transport Group and Finnish logistics company Nurminen to launch the route from China 
(Shanghai Port, Ningbo Port and Qingdao Port) to Russia (Vladivostok) and Finland. The new intermodal route has a 
time limit of only 25 days.

• In addition, shipping giants have also started this new multimodal transport attempt to efficiently connect the Asia-
Pacific region and Europe through Russian Far East ports. In April of this year, Mediterranean Shipping MSC launched 
a new sea-rail combined transport route. The itinerary started in Yokohama, Japan and Busan, South Korea. After 
arriving at Vladivostok and Vostochny in Russia by sea, the cargo was transferred to the train to St. Petersburg, to 
continue via the Mediterranean Sea.

Egypt signs contract for ‘Suez Canal on tracks’
• A US$4·5bn contract has been signed for the construction of 660 km of ‘modern, safe, and integrated’ mixed traffic 

electrified railway connecting Ain Sokhna on the Red Sea with Alexandria and Marsa Matrouh on the Mediterranean.
• The 660-km (410 miles) high-speed rail link will include a main line designed to carry more than 30 million passengers 

annually as well as a freight line and will run between the Red Sea port of Ain Sokhna and the Mediterranean ports of 
Alexandria and Marsa Matrouh.

• Ain Sokhna is a major port and industrial complex just south of the Suez Canal, the quickest sea link between Europe 
and Asia.
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Amazon Air continues to expand US freighter network
• Amazon Air’s flight activity increased by more than 17% over the last 6 months                                               

as the e-commerce giant continued to expand its fleet and network, according                                                    
to a new report from the Chaddick Institute for Metropolitan Development.

• The report, written by Joseph Schwieterman, Borja González, Mitchell Hirst                                                   
and Abby Mader, shows that in August Amazon Air operated an average of                                                       
164 flights per day compared with 140 in February.

• The increase comes as the number of aircraft in Amazon’s fleet increased from 59 in                                          
February to 73 in August. The company also started operations in Canada during the                                           
period through a tie-up with Cargojet.

• “The US and US Caribbean portion of Amazon Air grew 14% between the February                                                 
and August periods, whereas Amazon’s newly added intra-Canada operation now                                                     
accounts for 3% of its daily flights,” the report said.

California legislation targets Amazon, but all warehouses would be impacted
• A bill that could have a major impact on California’s giant warehouse sector is headed toward a full vote by the state 

Senate, with Amazon seen as its primary target.
• AB 701’s sponsor is Assemblywoman Lorena Gonzalez, sponsor of AB 5, that had significant impact on independent 

contractors in the state and may eventually come to regulate the trucking industry’s use of them.
• The legislation doesn’t mention Amazon by name. But introduced earlier this year, it is viewed as a proposal to 

regulate certain activities in the state’s final-mile warehouses, and Amazon particularly. 
• Two Senate committees approved the legislation in late August. It is unclear when it will be taken up by the full 

Senate. The Assembly voted overwhelmingly in favor of the legislation, and Michelin expects it to pass the Senate. 
• One possible complicating factor in predicting its fate: Gov. Gavin Newsom has not signaled his stance on the 

legislation. And on Sept. 14, Newsom faces a recall election. Michelin said she expects that Newsom will sign AB 701 
if it passes, and he hangs on to his job. 
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North American office sublease space | midyear 2021
• With the economy continuing to open and as vaccinations increase,                                                            

companies are setting firmer targets for return to the office. Although                                                      
the Delta variant has added some uncertainty with usage stalling                                                             
out in early August, occupancy remains above any point in the first                                                          
half of the year, according to Kastle Access Control System data. 

• For the most part, companies continue to expect employees back in                                                            
the office, at least part-time, in the second half of the year. And as this                                                     
plays out, companies will begin to have a clearer picture of how much                                                        
space they will need over the next few years. 

• In the meantime, sublease space continues to be added, although at a                                                         
slower pace. Total North American sublease space climbed to 147 msf                                                          
after 8.8 msf of new space came online during Q2 2021. Across 90 NA                                                          
tracked, office sublease space is up 76% year-over-year (YoY), and up 99% since the beginning of the pandemic in Q1 
2020. 
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A pandemic lesson learnt: New Silk Road no longer needs subsidies
• If there is one thing we learnt during the pandemic, it is that the success of the New Silk Road does not rely on the 

Chinese subsidies, or any other subsidies for that matter. The subsidies are not important anymore, was a conclusion 
drawn by high-level experts at the RailFreight Summit Poland, which was concluded last week.

• “Subsidies were very important, especially in the beginning. It motivated companies. At the same time, I learnt that 
Chinese subsidies are there to support Chinese companies. Subsidies are a kind of political influence with an eye on 
certain developments, Chinese developments. But our market does not exist because of these political decisions, it 
exists because our clients ask us to ship containers from China to Europe and back”, said Leuschner, who recently 
took the post of FELB’s CEO.

• This year is the last year that official subsidies from the local governments are in place. Whereas a 50% subsidy was 
still permitted in 2018, this was built down to 40% in 2019, and 30 per cent in 2020, to be eliminated in 2022. There 
is an emphasis on official here, as there are still other financial incentives applied by local governments.

• According to Chinese forwarding companies, there are financial aid schemes such as ‘tax reduction’s’ or discounts 
applied per region. Each region has the authority to do so as they see fit, and this is a tool eagerly applied, 
considering the fierce competition among the regions on the New Silk Road. However, these are no longer the fixed 
government subsidies divided by region.

• The pandemic has of course exaggerated the volumes, but also after the pandemic some of these volumes are 
expected to stay on rails, as the experts continued the discussion. Rail has proven itself, and the New Silk Road is here 
to stay, is what seems to be consensus in 2021.

HGV driver shortage: UK firms embark on the long road to plug the gap
• Long viewed as an unglamorous industry, where drivers toiled away in the background on unsociable hours that kept 

them away from their families for days at a time, trucking has burst into the public consciousness.
• The acute shortage of HGV drivers has become a flashpoint in the UK’s staffing crisis, leading to gaps on supermarket 

shelves and a string of warnings from large businesses including McDonald’s, Nandos and Coca-Cola about shortages 
of stock and even forced closures of their outlets.
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Inland Rail to transform Australian rail freight and economy
• Work is underway on a project that has been the talk of Australia since the nineteenth century. Inland Rail is a 1700-

kilometre project to provide a freight corridor between Brisbane in the north and Melbourne in the south. The added 
capacity will transform freight handling Down Under, but the project has been dogged with controversy and 
opposition. 

• Inland Rail will provide a consistent standard gauge connection from                                                         
Melbourne to Brisbane as well as a dual gauge connection in                                                                  
Queensland to allow seamless connectivity with Queensland’s                                                                  
narrow-gauge network. The project backers say shifting more goods                                                               
from road onto rail is the right move for Australia.

• “Work on Australia’s largest freight rail infrastructure project – a                                                            
priority infrastructure project for the Australian Government – is well                                                         
underway, and we are working with regional businesses and                                                                    
communities to make it happen”, says the headline from the brochure.              

• “Inland Rail means freight can be delivered faster and more reliably to                                                      
our growing population, and beyond to global markets”, according to                                                          
the delivery company’s statement. “It also means safer, less congested                                                       
roads and fewer carbon emissions.”

• At 1,700 kilometres of new and refurbished route, it is about ten times                                                      
the length of UK’s HS2 and around five times longer than all the rail                                                        
development projects underway or planned in the UK.

• Construction was begun in the north and will purposely divert traffic                                                        
away from the over heated market around Sydney and Canberra. 

• Levelling up the economy is certainly not a too ambitious goal of this                                                       
project.
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“First urgent transport request; customized proposal within 10 minutes”
UDEX Logistics opened for business on Wednesday, September 1st, in the Netherlands. This is a brand new but 
experienced logistics service provider. It specializes in urgent transports and special deliveries within Europe. But it also
provides regular transportation all over the world. "We got requests right away, which was exciting. And we could 
immediately show that at which we excel," says the company's Rick van 't Hag. "We do a lot of fruit and vegetables. 
However, we can transport anything except animals. “UDEX Logistics stands for Urgent Delivery Express Logistics. It is an 
independent logistics service provider.

The logistics and transportation costs of banana exports soar by up to 300% in Colombia
• First half of the year has been very difficult for the sector, stated Emerson Aguirre, president of Augura. "Production 

costs have increased on many items," he said. This scenario is due to multiple factors, such as the increase in the 
costs of maritime freight, which have been triggered by the outbreaks and have forced shipping companies and 
ports to close their operations. These phenomena have caused friction in international logistics. "In addition, there 
is a shortage of refrigerated containers worldwide, which has also led to an increase of up to 300% in logistics 
costs.“ Plastic and paper packaging for the boxes have also registered increases in recent months, as well as 
fertilizers, as their prices have increased by about 40%, Aguirre stated.

British heavy goods driver says 40% pay rise shows industry's desperation
• A survey by the Road Haulage Association estimates there is a shortage of about 100,000 drivers. An HGV driver 

says his 40% pay rise highlights the precarious position of the haulage industry. Tom Reddy, who has been a driver 
for the last 15 years, said he had walked in to work one morning to find he was getting an extra £7 per hour.

• However, Reddy said increasing pay was "unsustainable" and costs would have to be passed on. Because despite 
haulage firms being desperate to keep hold of drivers, he said they operated on very tight margins.

• Andy Barlow, who works for another firm, Insight Trans Logistics in Inkberrow, in Worcestershire, said drivers' wages 
already accounted for about 25-30% of the costs of running a vehicle. He added some firms were advertising 
drivers' jobs at £50,000 a year and smaller companies could not compete.
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Minister concerned about impact of shipping delays and container shortages
• Western Cape Provincial Minister of Agriculture Ivan Meyer has welcomed the news that the 2021 harvest season is 

finished, with excellent yields being evident. He claims this bodes well for the 2021 export season. The 2021 export 
season YTD week 31 figures show 24.66 million cartons of apples have been exported thus far.  Of these, 29% have 
been exported to the Far East,  22% to Africa and 22% to the UK.

• Meyer said that 12.596m cartons of pears have been exported thus far, with 31% exported to the EU, 19% to the Far 
East, and 18% to Russia and the Middle East, respectively. The industry expects apples passed for export to increase 
to 42.55m cartons (+16%) and pears to 17.47m cartons (+4%).

• However, Meyer is am concerned about the possible detrimental impact on our exports caused by shipping delays 
due to wind and equipment breakdowns, vessels omitting, and container shortages.

Autonomous-Truck Maker Gatik Drives into Texas
Gatik has expanded customer deployments into Texas and opened a new autonomous-trucking facility in Fort Worth. 
The new facility serves as a hub for the company’s operations in the Lone Star State, enabling new and existing 
customers to take advantage of lower supply chain costs, operational efficiencies and shorter delivery times on what 
Gatik refers to as the “Middle Mile.”

The Five Technologies Shaping Next-Gen Supply Chains
• “Uncertainty is the only certainty there is,” mathematician John Allen Paulos once wrote. Procurement and supply 

chain management industries are no exception, but next-generation technology provides trends worth watching. 
• In the future, these tools will be more accessible. 

1. Cloud Computing and AI
2. Robotic Process Automation
3. Cloud Computing and AI
4. Robotic Process Automation
5. Internet of Things 
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Port of Coos Bay, developer to build new multimodal container facility
• The Oregon Port of Coos Bay yesterday announced it has partnered with NorthPoint Development to construct a 

multimodal container facility on the North Spit.
• The port and NorthPoint have entered a memorandum of understanding for the project, with the intention of 

finalizing negotiations and signing a contract by the end of the calendar year, port officials said in a press release.
• Once fully constructed, the facility will handle over 1 million 40-foot containers annually both inbound and outbound 

via the Coos Bay Rail Line. The rail spur on the North Spit will be extended to the project site and infrastructure 
improvements throughout the line will be completed to accommodate double-stack container movements. 

• Currently, imports and exports moving in and out of Oregon travel by truck via the ports of Seattle/Tacoma and 
Oakland, California. This adds to the total delivered cost of products and commodities, roadway congestion and 
increased greenhouse gas emissions, according to port officials. Utilizing the Coos Bay Rail Line to transport 
containers instead of trucks will reduce overall emissions up to 75%, they said.
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Number of container ships at Los Angeles/Long Beach is now 4.8 times pre-COVID levels
• Los Angeles and Long Beach are now more congested than they were during the previous traffic peak in Q1. At that 

time, so many ships were stuck at anchor that carriers were forced to cancel a large number of sailings and trans-
Pacific capacity was effectively capped, leading to even longer cargo-delivery times. A repeat of this scenario seems 
virtually guaranteed.

• There are now almost 60% more container ships at anchor than at berth. The Marine Exchange data shows that Los 
Angeles/Long Beach terminals accommodated an average of 28 ships each day this month. All the rest is overflow, 
that heads to the so-called “parking lot” in San Pedro Bay.

• Automatic identification system (AIS) ship-positioning data from MarineTraffic revealed extreme congestion in 
Southern California on Monday, with more than a half-dozen ships forced to drift because anchorage spots were full.
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Covid shutdowns at Chinese ports squeeze container rates
• Pandemic problems at Yantian caused container prices to triple between June and August, Container xChange says.
• The disruptions spring from a weeklong lockdown of the port of Yantian in May and were since perpetuated by a 

separate closure of Ningbo port in August, Hamburg, Germany-based Container xChange said.
• “We saw a real and measurable spike in container prices and a major drop in container availability as measured by 

our Container Availability Index (CAx) when terminals at Yantian saw operations disrupted through most of June,” 
Christian Roeloffs, co-founder of Container xChange, said in a release. “Early indicators suggest we are likely to see 
the same impact in Vietnam and at Ningbo.”

• By the numbers, average container prices (defined as the average price of the transactions on the Container 
xChange platform covering all container sizes including 20 ft. and 40 ft. dry containers) at the port of Yantian 
jumped nearly three-fold from $5,515 in June to $15,336 this month.

• The market pressure comes even as demand for containers has never been higher, demonstrated by record import 
and export volumes posted at ports in Virginia and Georgia last week.

• Port Houston also broke a record this week, saying that July was its biggest month ever recorded for container TEUs. 
The Texas facility recorded 297,621 TEUs for the month, an increase of 27% compared to July 2020 and an increase 
of 224 TEUs from its previous record, set in March 2021.

• The hot demand is caused by unprecedented consumer spending which has driven an increase in cargo across all 
commodities at the same time that the global supply chain experiences significant challenges like schedule 
disruptions, the bunching of vessels, and workforce strain, according to an analysis by Port Houston.

American Seafood Corp. Fights Giant Jones Act Penalties
U.S. Customs and Border Protection has stirred up a storm in the Alaska pollock fishery by issuing Jones Act penalty 
notices totaling about S350 million. According to a lawsuit filed by an affiliate of factory trawler giant American 
Seafoods Corporation (ASC), the fines could raise the price of pollock and even lead to shortages in the eastern U.S., the 
region affected by the enforcement action. 
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US ports see shipping logjams likely extending far into 2022
• Leaders of some of the busiest U.S. ports expect congestion snarling maritime gateways to continue deep into next 

year, as the crush of goods from manufacturers and retailers looking to replenish depleted inventories pushes past 
shipping’s usual seasonal lulls.

• Ports are already swamped by record numbers of containers reaching U.S. shores during this year’s peak shipping 
season, and the number of vessels waiting for berth space at Southern California’s gateways is growing as logjams 
stretch into warehouses and distribution networks across the country.

• Port leaders, such as Mario Cordero, executive director at the Port of Long Beach, Calif., who have spoken with 
shipping lines and their cargo customers say the slowdown in container volumes that usually coincides with the Lunar 
New Year in February, when factories in China typically shut down, is unlikely to offer much relief.

• "I don’t see substantial mitigation with regard to the congestion that the major container ports are experiencing," Mr. 
Cordero said. "Many people believe it’s going to continue through the summer of 2022."

• Griff Lynch, of the Georgia Ports Authority, which operates one of the nation’s largest ocean gateways at the Port of 
Savannah, said: "We think at least midway through 2022 or the entire 2022 could be very strong.“

• Major U.S. ports were forecast to handle the equivalent of some 2.37 million imported containers in August, according 
to the Global Port Tracker report produced by Hackett Associates for the National Retail Federation. The figure is the 
most for any month in records dating to 2002, and NRF projects overall inbound volumes for the year will reach 25.9 
million containers, measured in 20-foot equivalent units. That would break the record of 22 million boxes in 2020.

• Hundreds of thousands of containers are stuck aboard container ships waiting for a berth or stacked up at terminals 
waiting to be moved by truck or rail to inland terminals, warehouses and distribution centers. When the boxes do 
move, they are often snarled at congested freight rail yards and warehouses that are full to capacity.

• The congestion has contributed to a world-wide shortage of shipping containers and to spiraling costs for ocean 
freight. The logjam prompted the Biden administration to appoint a ports envoy last month to address how to improve 
cargo movement following complaints from U.S. businesses facing inventory shortages, shipping delays and rising 
costs.
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Port NOLA awards contract for Louisiana International Terminal
• The Port of New Orleans (Port NOLA) has awarded a $4 million contract to HDR Engineering Inc. as part of the 

multiyear due diligence and permitting process for the new Louisiana International Terminal container facility.
• As part of HDR’s three-year program management and control services contract with Port NOLA, the company will 

provide terminal operation and related transportation development, risk management, procurement support, budget 
and schedule management, permitting and stakeholder coordination, and environmental compliance. 

• Port NOLA’s Louisiana International Terminal facility will be a $1.5 billion container terminal capable of handling 2 
million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) annually.

• The port’s plans call for a 350-acre container facility with a 3,500-linear-foot wharf on more than 1,000 acres of 
developable greenfield property. The Louisiana International Terminal’s estimated opening will be in 2027.

Shipbuilding Boom Reaches Great Lakes: 10 “Super-Eco” Lakers Ordered
• The rapid growth in shipbuilding orders in 2021 has now reached the Great Lakes with one of the largest newbuilding 

orders for the waterways. Canada’s dry bulk shipping group Fednav placed an order for 10 new ocean-going lakers. It 
represents a nearly 10% increase over the company’s current fleet of 120 vessels with the order being a key element 
of fleet modernization and designed to support Fednav's sustainability goals. 

• The order went to Japan’s Sumisho Marine Co. and Oshima Shipbuilding for the 10 new lakers. The ships will be built 
at the Oshima shipyard in Japan, with the first vessel expected to be delivered in mid-2023. 

• The new vessels will be “super-eco lakers” that represent the most efficient vessels to date for the company. They will 
be equipped with the latest technology, including Tier III engines and the                                                   
capability of burning biofuels. The result will be that their carbon emissions will                                          
be 33% less than the vessels they will replace, including a Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)                                            
footprint at least 87% smaller. 

• Fednav is the largest international dry-bulk shipping group in Canada. It operates                                              
a fleet of about 120 bulk carriers trading worldwide, of which 60 are owned. The                                             
Canadian operations include both the Great Lakes and the Arctic. 
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How Will We Be Able to Tell When the Global Shipping Crisis Ends?
• Conversations with transportation industry operators confirmed their businesses were at full capacity and they were 

not expecting a decline in shipping demand from their customers well into 2022. They say that capacity is not able to 
keep with demand, resulting in containers stacked in Asia and high container “rolling” rates. In addition, West Coast 
ports continue to experience congestion with many ships waiting for a berth.

• Assuming these points to be the case, the 2021 TEU volume should hover between 2.4M and 2.6M TEUs monthly 
through the rest of the year and the same will happen for 2022. Assuming there is no softness, the peak season in 
the second half of 2022 will drown out any decline we might see until November and December of 2022.

• In the three charts below of container shipment volume (twenty-foot equivalent unit or TEU), we can see how 
demand for goods is up significantly from the pre-pandemic period. If there is no break in the import volumes by the 
2021 holiday period and into early 2022, it does not appear that there will be any relief next year. To get a better 
sense of where we are today, we will start with “normal” times - the four years preceding the pandemic.

• When comparing pre-pandemic and pandemic periods, it’s clear that once there was economic stabilization in mid-
2020, the second half of 2020 eclipsed the pre-pandemic period and has continued unabated throughout much of 
2021. Much of the increase in demand can be attributed to consumers spending on durable goods such as furniture, 
exercise equipment, electronics (which is ongoing).
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Strategies for the new dining experience
Trend 1: Reimagining the restaurant footprint
Restaurants are recalibrating as they seek to serve guests in more flexible formats, and the restaurant of the future 
features ideas that modernize existing layouts to make them more amenable to new tastes. Many of these innovations, 
such as enhanced options for drive-thru and pickup, were critical to the industry’s ability to survive and thrive during the 
pandemic, and, today, they remain integral to ongoing success because consumer expectations have reset.

Trend 2: Utilizing technology in a different way
Remember that disembodied voice in the drive-thru speaker that asked, as a standard, whether “you wanted fries with 
that”? Today, the drive-thru has evolved to better meet customer needs, and it is more apt to deploy personalization 
tools to remind customers that last time they subbed in a plant-based burger patty or use AI to note the weather and 
suggest one cools down with an iced coffee on a sweltering day. But tech developments are not all in the drive-thrus. 
Mobile pay will continue to be the dominant consumer preference with more than three-quarters of consumers saying 
they would use contactless payments post-pandemic.

Trend 3: Promoting new perks for loyalty programs
42% of restaurateurs say they plan to increase their investment in their loyalty programs in the near future. Brands today 
are making it faster to earn rewards and easier to redeem offers, but they’re also replacing the one-size-fits-all mentality 
by tailoring offers to your personal preferences based on past orders and routines. 

Trend 4: Messaging more creatively
Implementing all these changes is only the first step; naturally, the results will lie in making sure target audiences are 
aware of the benefits. That’s where advertising can help ensure you are reaching customers with the right messaging 
in the moment of decision-making. Promotions and special pricing will always drive traffic, but Wilson recommends 
brands expand their communications with a breadth of information to create mental awareness among all types of 
customers in your radius.
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California ASC sues Blue Cross NC over alleged unpaid medical bills 
• Tustin, Calif.-based Orange County Multispecialty Surgery Center is suing Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North 

Carolina for allegedly paying only a fraction of its patients' bills, the Triangle Business Journal reported Sept. 1. 
• According to the suit, a patient received surgery at the center in 2018 after a Blue Cross NC employee allegedly 

represented to the patient that the surgery would be reimbursed. 
• The bill of more than $191,000 was not fully paid, and instead the insurer paid just over $1,300. 

How Walmart and Amazon's healthcare moves may affect ASCs
• Walmart and Amazon have made big moves in recent years to expand their presence in the healthcare industry.
• Walmart opened multiple healthcare clinics in 2020, along with the addition of increased telehealth services and 

the launching of its own insurance agency. This year, the retail giant continued its healthcare advances by filing 
paperwork to operate its healthcare business in 37 states.

• Amazon has continued to expand its presence in the industry since launching Amazon Care in 2019. It has also 
landed partnerships with healthcare companies for use of its cloud services since it launched Amazon Web Services 
for Health in July. Additionally, the company launched a pharmaceutical discount program for Prime members.

• These healthcare ventures can have big implications for ASCs because they can affect how patients seek care.
• Karen Bewer, BSN, RN, administrator of Pain Physicians of Wisconsin's Milwaukee and Waukesha locations, said 

consumers may begin to inquire more about the value of care they are receiving at their healthcare setting.
"Just as consumers found that their household goods could be bought at a lower price when they went to Amazon 
or to Walmart, I hope that savvy healthcare consumers will ask the questions and obtain the answers about the 
value and convenience an ambulatory surgery center will bring to them," Ms. Bewer said. "Costs less? More 
convenient parking? I don't have to walk by or co-mingle with so many others seeking urgent or emergency care in 
a hospital? Ambulatory surgery centers will compare very favorably in these areas.“

• Alfonso del Granado, administrator of Covenant High Plains Surgery Center in Lubbock, Texas, said Amazon and 
Walmart have the potential to create useful solutions that can benefit ASCs.
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24-clinic Florida practice files for bankruptcy
• Boca Raton, Fla.-based Path Medical has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy with $86.5 million in liabilities, South Florida 

Business Journal reported Sept. 2.
• The 24-clinic practice, which focuses on the treatment of acute trauma and accident-related injuries, cited the 

"effects of the COVID-19 pandemic" as the reason it initiated the debt restructuring plan.
• Revenue declined during the pandemic as many of its patients are those involved in auto accidents and there have 

been fewer people driving, an attorney for Path Medical said, according to the report.
• Path Medical has 281 employees, and all of its physicians at chiropractic and orthopedic centers are independent 

contractors.

The biggest threats to ASCs today
ASCs have faced multiple challenges since the pandemic began in March 2020, from limited elective procedures and 
temporary center closures to staff furloughs and high personal protective equipment costs. Physician owners and 
operators are looking ahead to future growth and see that a few big threats to independence remain, based on 
conversations with more than 25 surgery center leaders in the last 60 days.
1. COVID-19 surges and new variants making their way across the U.S. threaten ASC operations.
2. Early retirements for founding physicians leave a gap in ASC ownership that isn't easily filled by new investors.
3. As the value of ASCs increases along with operational costs, more surgery center owners are tempted to sell.
4. Inconsistent payer policies mean physicians and ASCs now spend more resources on the revenue cycle process. 

Surgeons and centers are reporting: (i) More prior authorization requirements for surgery, (ii) Increased denials on 
previously covered services and (iii) Procedures, such as lumbar spinal fusions, covered by some payers but not 
others

5. ASCs don't have an answer to the staffing shortage plaguing healthcare organizations after nurses and staff exited in 
large numbers last year. Health systems can offer large bonuses to sign new nurses and administrative staff, while 
ASCs still rely on consistent, weekday-only scheduling and positive culture as the hook to draw in new talent.
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BGH targeting healthcare sector
• Even under normal operating conditions, the healthcare vertical faces a significant threat from criminal groups 

deploying ransomware, the consequences of which can include the disruption of critical care facilities. Along with the 
possibility of significant disruption to critical functions, victims face a secondary threat from ransomware operations 
that exfiltrate data prior to the execution of the ransomware, a trend observed across all sectors throughout 2020 
(see the section “Big Game Hunters Adopt Data Extortion Methods”). 

• Amid the pandemic, the healthcare sector proved to be a controversial target among BGH operators. Some 
adversaries — including TWISTED SPIDER, VIKING SPIDER, GRACEFUL SPIDER and TRAVELING SPIDER — publicly 
announced intentions to avoid targeting frontline healthcare entities. Others, including DOPPEL SPIDER, said that any 
unintentional infections against a healthcare provider would be quickly resolved by providing decryption keys 
without requiring payment. An incident affecting a Germany hospital triggered such a response in September 2020. 
Despite these assertions, CrowdStrike confirmed that 18 BGH ransomware families infected 104 healthcare 
organizations in 2020, with the most prolific being TWISTED SPIDER using MAZE, and WIZARD SPIDER using CONTI. In 
some cases, adversaries may have avoided targeting hospitals, but proceeded                                                  
with attacks against pharmaceutical and biomedical companies. 

• As depicted in Figure 3, TWISTED SPIDER achieved at least 26 infections at                                                   
healthcare sector victims with their Maze and Egregor ransomware                                                             
families, predominantly at U.S.-based entities. WIZARD SPIDER conducted                                                         
25 attacks against the healthcare industry with both Conti and Ryuk.                                                         
Throughout October 2020, Ryuk was heavily attributed to a large number                                                       
of infections against U.S.-based healthcare entities, a surge that occurred                                                     
despite a concerted disruption effort by cybersecurity vendors in                                                            
September 2020. This surge also prompted a response by law enforcement                                                       
on Oct. 28, 2020, when the U.S. FBI issued an alert warning of attacks                                                       
involving WIZARD SPIDER’s TrickBot leading to ransomware infections and                                                      
disruption to healthcare services.
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EVs Will Take Over Because They’re Better Cars
• In Politico, Daniel Yergin—best known for "The Prize," his definitive history of the oil industry—sees a lot of obstacles 

to EVs, including ensuring a supply of the rare earth minerals that go into batteries, getting the charging infrastructure 
built, and getting the public to buy them. He remains skeptical about the world getting to net zero emissions by 2050. 
“Today 80% of world energy comes from fossil fuel; 30 years to transition is a pretty short time,” he told the Journal of 
Petroleum Technology.

• These are real issues with electrification, but Yergin is convinced the naysayers are wrong, and the fossil-fueled car is in 
its last days. And it’s not, as one reader put it, “a testament to the power of the worldwide Leftist movement and their 
media 'water carriers' to use the super lie of Manmade Global Climate Change to frighten the world's population.” No, 
this transformation would be happening even without the very real specter of climate change, and even in the 
absence of worldwide regulation. It’s because EVs are rapidly becoming better, more efficient, and even more fun as 
automobiles than the competition with tailpipes.

• A case in point: In a real-world test, the Lucid Air Dream Edition “Range” car, which will be on the market later this 
year, just proved that its stellar range boasts are not hypothetical. It traveled 445 miles on a single charge, with 72 
miles remaining—so that’s 517 miles total. Now recall the irritated reader who said, “Come talk to me when they have 
a 400 - 500-mile range.” Well, they do now, and it’s more than most gas cars will travel on a tankful. 

• Another case: The 2022 Mercedes-Benz EQS is a no-expense-spared electric S-Class, recently tested by Jay Leno, a 
known Tesla fan. Despite being big and heavy, the EQS has a super-efficient 0.20 coefficient of drag—and almost 400 
miles of range. Leno’s comments: “Very impressive. It’s everything you’d expect in an S-Class Mercedes-Benz, but 
electric ... There’s not a gas car to compete in terms of ease of operation, no shifting, and smoothness—it’s like driving 
around in your den.”

• Price is still an obstacle. The Lucid Dream Edition sells for $169,000. The e-tron GT will start at $99,990. The EQS will be 
well over $100,000. Easing the bite somewhat is a $7,500 federal income tax credit, but these are still expensive EVs. 
There are cheaper alternatives such as the Chevrolet Bolt, Nissan Leaf, Volkswagen I.D.4, Hyundai Kona Electric, and 
Tesla Model 3, all very credible and under $45,000. The Mustang Mach-E, which is selling very well, starts at $43,995. 
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